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To all whom it may concern:

this arm. The pivot passes into the interior 50
Be i t known that I, THOMAS
A EDISON,of of the box or case on the other arm through
Menlo Park, in the connty of Middlesex and an aperture in its top, the sides of the apertnre
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and forming a bearing for the pivot, the bottom of
5 useful Improvement in Fixtnres and Attach- the pivot resting upon the bottom of the box
ments for Electric Lamps; and I do hereby de- or case, and there secured by a screw passing 55
clare that the following is a full and exact de- through the bottom of the box into it and formscription of the same, reference being had to I ing a center upon which it may turn. The conthe ~ccompanyiiig
drawings, and to !let letters ductors in the arm carrying the box pass
10 of reference marked thereon.
through the arm into the box and terminate
In a system of electric lighting such as I therein, each in a spring, the two springs being 60
have shown, wherein the lamps are intended insulated from each other and secured a t one
to normally give only the rolume of light of a end to the iuterior of the box, from which they
standard sixteen-candle paver gas-jet, it is de- are also insulated, their other ends bearing
15 sirable that fittings for carrying a11r1support- upon the metal bands or rings of the pivot, one
ing the lamps should be devised as nearly re- on each. As each spring then bears upon its 65
sembling those which experience has shown to ring or band during the entire rotation of the
be most desirable in gas-lighting as the dif- arm it is evident that the circuit is always
completed from one arm to the other, irrespectferences in the lighting agents mill admit.
20
One of the most nseful devices in gas-light- ive of their relative positions, and so an elecbig systems is the swinging bracket, as it gives trical lamp - bracket is made possible. The 70
a degree of adjustability to tho position of tlie bracket may consist of any number of such
light. Where it has beeu attempted for ally arms, pivoted together in like manner.
Instead of springs within the box an inpurpose to run an electric circuit through such
25 a fixture in such manner that the circuit should bulating cyliuder with interior metal rings arbe preswved in any relative position of the ral~geilto coincide mith the rings upon the 75
arms of the bracket or of a single arm to its pivot may be used, or the box itself may be of
base the connections for such pnrpose have insnlating material, with snch rings in its pivbeen exposed. Such an arrangement is defect- otal cavities, or to an iusuiated pivot or spindle
30 i r e in that there is danger of accidental con- springs may be fixed to bear upon rings upon
nection or short-circuiting, mcl liability to de- the iuterior of an insulated cylinder or pivot- 80
terioration of electrical contact from dust ancl receptacle, or one ring and one spring may be
used, a sitigle conductor passing throngh the
dirt settling upon the contact-snrfaces.
One object of this invention, therefore, is to bracket, the metal of the bracket and system
35 provide a swiuging or hinged bracket-arm for of pipes being used for the other coudizctor ;
carrying and supporting an electric lamp, ar- but such modifications would only be equiva- 85
ranged to preserre tlie electric circuit in any lents of the springs aud rings, as described.
Instead of having acircnit-controller located
relative positiori of the arms to each other, and
of an arm to the base, and in which the connec- upon the fixed support of t h e bracket, as is
40 tions are incased, so as to be preserved from the gas-cock upon a gas-light bracket, i t may
danger of accidental electrical connection, and be preferable to have it a t the lamp itself. I n go
so as to be protected from dust or dirt. This such case a projecting key or circuit-controller
I accom~lishas folIo\w: One of the arms is snch as I have shown in other applications
provided mith a box or case of suitable size at would be in danger of accidental displacement
45 its end, in which tlie pivot proper is to turn. or breakage.
One object of this invention is to provide a 95
To the other arm is secnrecl tho pivot, made of
insulating materia1,upon which are secured two circuit-controller which shall have no projectseparate metal bands or riugs, which form the ing parts, aud in which all the electrical conterminals of the condnctors passing through nections are so placed as to be protected and

to be free from all danger of accidentsrl displacement or contact. TO this end a circuitcontroller is made in which the movable part,
accessible to the user is simply a plain band or
5 ring of insulating material.
A socket for the lamp is used, such as L hareI
hhowll in other applications, consisting of a,
l~ieceof insulating material hollowed out from
the top and prorided a t its base with mean8,
ro for its attachment to a pipe, bracket, or chandelier arm. Upon the interior of the socket,
are two metal rings or bands or plates, forming
terminals of the conductors leading through
the pipe or otherwise to the socket. Upon the
1 5 neck or base of the lamp are two rings, sockets,
or plates forming termiuals to the conductors
leading from the incandesciug conductor ol
the lamp, and so arranged that they coincideI
with the rings, bands, or plates of the socket,
2 0 when the lamp is placed therein, so that the
circuit is completed, except as modified by the
circuit-controller by the act of placing the
lamp in its socket. The coilductor leading to
one of the rings, bands, or plates of the socket
2 5 is interrupted or broken, the conductor leading to a pin upon the exterior of the socket,
while a second pin is placed above aud contiguous thereto, which is corluected to one of
the rings, bands, or plates of the socket. The
30 socket is shouldered upoil the exterior, and
upon this shoulder rests a ring of iusulating
material larger than the part of the socket it
incloses, but with a flange extending inwardly
a t the top, so as to approach closely the upper
3 j part, a chamber being formed thereby, the
socket forming its inner wall, the shoulder its
base, and the flange its top. Upon the interior
of this ring is fixed a wedge which may be
solid, but which is preferably made ofa springy
40 piece of metal bent back upon itself, and ot
such size that its extreme edges contact with
and close circuit betreen the two pins before
noted.
Upon the socket within the ring a spring45 pawl may be fastened, taking into recesses cut
upon the interior of the ring, so as to limit the
movement of the riug upon the socket and
also indicate by the click of the pawl passing
into a recess when the necessary amount of
50 movement has been given; or a screw may
pass through the riug and play iu a slot in the
socket, or rice versa, to determine the morement which may be given the socket. By this
arrangement a reliable circuit-controller is fur55 nished, which may be placed a t the lamp itself or in exposed situations without danger
of accidental manipulatiou or breakage. These
various arrangements are clearly illustrated
in the drawings, in which63
Figure 1 is a riew of the socket and controller in section and of the base or neck of
the lamp in elevation ; Fig. 2 , ariewof a bracket-arm, partly in section, with socket thereon,
the movable circuit-controller ring being re65 moved therefrom, while Fig. 3 shows the remored ring in perspective, and Fig. 4 shows
the pivot, rings, and springs.
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A F, Fig. 2. are two arms of a bracket. c.
which A sipp'orts a t its outer end the lampsocket C, while a t its inner end there is secured to it the pivot K, of insula:ing material,
upon which are the metal bauds or rings u v,
the conductor 7 being attached to w, and 8 to 21.
This pivot is ~&wetl and rotates in a box or
casing, L, upon the end of the arm F, being secured thereto by a screw, M! passing through
the bottom of the box or c a s ~ n ginto the pivot
K, the screw RI serving as a center of motion
therefor.
To the interior of the box are secured, insulated from it aucl each other, the springs H G,
to which arc secured the conductors 12, as
shown, 1to G and 2 to H. This relation of
the splings autl rings is clearly shown i n Fig.
4. I t is evident from this that 1 G u 7 are olways electrically connected, and that so are 2
H v 8, no matter what the relatir-e positions of
A and F may be. I t is evident, also, that as
many arms as desired map be conuected in this
way, and that they mag be connected to work
a t right angles, so that thela~npsmay be placed
iu any desired position within the limits of the
net length of the bracket-arms. I t is also evident that the modifications and changes hereinbefore noted may be made without cleparting from the spirit of this portion of the invention.
E is the base or ueck of the lamp LI1, (partly
shown,) of insulating material, and havingupon
it the metal platesx y, to which are connected,
respectively, the conductors 3 4, leading to the
iucandescing conductor. Of these y is formed
into a screw-thread to engage with d upon the
interior of the socket C, so that the lamp will
bepositively held therein. Ooeof themainconductors, 8, leads and is connected to d, so that
when the lamp is in position one portion of the
circuit is completed via 8 d y 4.
The socket is formed with a shoulder, W,extending out from it, as seen in Figs. 1and 2.
Upon the exterior of the socket, and oneabove
the other, are two pins,a b, the main conductor
7 leading and connected to b, while a is connected to the plate f within the socket, with
which x contacts when the lamp is in position
upon the socket. Upon the shoulder is placed
a ring, B, having a t its top an inwardly-extending gauge, o, closing round the top of
socket, a chamber being left between the flange
o and shoulder w. Upon the interior of the
ring is secured a wedge, n, (seen iu Fig. 3,)
which may be solid metallbut which is preferably, as shown, made of a strip of springy
metal beut back upon itself, and of a size to
fill the space between a and b and make contact with both when forced between them.
To determine the movement of the ring B
and to hold i t from coming off a screw, pl,
passes therethrough and plays in a slot or recess, p, cut in the side of C.
If desired toindicateaudibly when the proper
amount of movement has been given B, aspringpawl, c, with beveled or wedge-shaped end,
may be attached to C, and corresponding re-

